
	
	
	

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE MEDIA RELEASE 

 

  
                5 JULY – 7 JULY, 2019 

              SHANGHAI NEW INTERNATIONAL  

              EXPO CENTRE 

          12 JULY – 14 JULY, 2019  

   THE CHINA INTERNATIONAL 

            EXHIBITION CENTRE 

 

ADEX Asia Dive Expo is back in China this July with new diving and ocean 

conservation programmes and activities fit for Summer in Shanghai and Beijing 
 
SINGAPORE, MAY 31, 2019 – ADEX Asia Dive Expo, the largest and longest diving show is back in China with 

a fiesta of diving and ocean conservation-related activities and programmes. ADEX garnered recognition in 

2018 as the ‘Best Exhibition Organiser 2018’ by the Singapore Tourism Board and is appointed by the 

United Nations and Asia Pacific Diving communities as the ‘Sustainable Ocean Ambassador’ in 2019. 

Spearheading as one of the “diving industry’s must-attend event”, ADEX is celebrating its 25th milestone 

this year. ADEX premiered in Beijing as ”CDEX” in 2005 and Shanghai in 2006, and since 2014 the official 

ADEX China Asia Dive Expo is organised by a Singaporean organiser, Underwater360 (UW360). 

 

For the first time this year, ADEX Asia Dive Expo will be held during the period of summer in July to 

introduce diving as a summer sport, instead of its modus operandi in September. ADEX Shanghai Ocean 
Fiesta will be held in Shanghai New International Expo Center on July 5 to 7, in partnership with ISPO & 

Messe Munchen, and ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta will be held in Beijing China International Exhibition 

Center on July 12 to 14, in partnership with Enlightened Creations. 

 

ADEX Beijing Ocean is focusing on social responsibility efforts towards China's "Left-Behind Children" 

through "ADEX GIVES Back“ campaign, where the amount raised in the ADEX Charity Auction Gala Dinner as 

well as part of the proceedings from ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta ticket sales will go to China's "Left-Behind 

Children". 

 

ADEX Asia Dive Expo is determined to raise awareness on the threats of plastic in the ocean, educating both 

divers and non-divers on the ways they can help save our ocean, backed up by China and international 

influencers and celebrities who forged together to reinforce on the importance of the conservation theme 

of ADEX Asia Dive Expo: Dedicated towards a Plastic-Free Ocean. An ADEX Asia Dive Expo initiative will see 

Anais Martane as the ADEX Ocean Ambassador to introduce the Ocean Citizen movement in China. 

	
	
	

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
ADEX Shanghai Ocean Fiesta  
 

From July 5 to 7 this year, ADEX Asia Dive Expo will be held in conjunction with ISPO Shanghai, a multi-

segment summer trade show, that provides a platform for innovation, marketing, networking  

communication for China's sports market. It features first-class speakers from the sports industry, opinion 

leaders and highly respected experts taking part in discussions on developments in the sports market and 

beyond. It convenes domestic and international brands in six major sectors, namely fitness, running, 

outdoor and skiing, water sports and diving, sports trends & manufacturers, and will be comprehensively 

showcasing the trends of the domestic and international sports market. 

 

ADEX Shanghai Ocean Fiesta seeks to promote diving as summer sport in China, the future market for the 

global sports industry. Renowned international brands in the dive industry such as PADI, SSI and more will 

be at the show promoting the latest diving gears and diving courses. Look out for the latest diving product 

presentations, water activities and performances, and special appearances by Wang Ao Lin, James Zhu, 
Austin Powers and DouDou, ADEX Ambassador for Marine Conservation (Greater China). 
 

While in Shanghai, please visit the event in Shanghai Maritime Museum happening on July 5 to 11 for 

educational insights and beautiful exhibitions on the culture and history of maritime affairs, seafarers ports, 

military navigation and more. 

 

 



	
	
	

ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta  
 

ADEX premiered in Beijing 15 years ago, and this year marks the 6th run of ADEX Asia Dive Show in Beijing. 
On July 12 to 14, ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta will be held in Beijing China International Exhibition Center in 

partnership with Enlightened Creations.  

 

ADEX Asia Dive Show is not just a dive expo. Themed “Dedicated to a Plastic-Free Future", visitors from all 

age groups can expect activities suitable for everyone in ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta, such as ocean-themed 

photography & art exhibits, kids’ zone, conservation forums, book festival, technical diving talks, film 

screenings, mermaids, dive try-outs, and many more. The event will receive worldwide diving experts, 

underwater photographers, ocean conservation ambassadors, professors, diving record holders, celebrity 

guest speakers and more. 

 

ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta will be headlined by both local and international speakers. Renowned China local 

celebrities speakers include Jing Chao, ADEX China Marine Public Welfare Ambassador, movie actress Mei 
Ting, ADEX China Ocean Ambassador, movie actor Tan Kai, ADEX China Marine Public Welfare Ambassador, 

Jin Tao, ADEX Ambassador, Anais Martane, ADEX China Ocean Conservation and more. 

 

 
Jing Chao, ADEX China Marine Public 

Welfare Ambassador 

 

Jing Chao is an actor in China. With his dashing good looks and 

top notch acting skills, Jing Chao has delivered outstanding 

performances in his film and television roles. When he is not 

actively working on his craft, Jing Chao pursues his interest in 

water sports such as yachting and diving. Having fallen in love 

with the ocean since he was young, he has always been curious 

about the mysterious power of the ocean to integrate and 

neutralise negative energy. However, in the face of worsening 

global marine pollution, all of us need to stand up to not only 

care for our oceans but to actively protect our blue oceans. 

 
Mei Ting, ADEX China Ocean Ambassador 

 

One of the most well-respected character actors in China, Mei 

Ting has created many unique and memorable characters on 

the silver screen. Lauded by her peers and audiences worldwide 

for her impeccable acting skills, Mei Ting also dedicates her free 

time to doing her bit for charity. Mei Ting elaborated on her 

passion, "Charity is not just about making material 

contributions, it is a way of life. Even with its boundless 

borders, plastic pollution has contaminated every corner of the 

ocean around the world, seriously threatening the health of 

marine creatures and birds which depend on the ocean for 

food. Join me now as we care for the ocean and the 

environment to bring about a plastic-free ocean and say no to 

single-use plastics!" 

 

	
	
	

 
Tan Kai, ADEX China Marine Public 

Welfare Ambassador 

 

One of most well-known actors in China, Tan Kai was born in 

Qingdao, one of China's most picturesque cities. Tan graduated 

from The Central Academy of Drama in China in 1996. Since he 

was young, Tan Kai has been very gifted in art and liberal arts. 

He moved into film and tv production at 30 years of age, 

morphing from a well-known designer to an actor winning 

numerous awards in film and television festivals worldwide. Tan 

is passionate about his charitable causes and protecting the 

environment. To him, protecting the environment is our natural 

duty. As he grew up bear the sea, Tan has an intense love for 

the ocean. This year, Tan Kai will be at ADEX China, doing his 

utmost to protect our oceans and our environment! 

 
Anais Martane, ADEX Ocean Conservation 

 

Anais is living in China for 18 years, after being a documentary 

photographer for foreign press, she worked in films 

coproduction between France and China for several years. After 

marrying with actor Liuye she opened an art school based on 

French teaching, and start to produce audio and music content. 

With her renown she has participate in several TV shows 

including "Baba qu naer". She has started to walk on stage as 

singer with the band "River"�Xiao He, Wan Xiaoli, Zhang 

Weiwei) and is the female lead actress in the acclaimed 

theatrical and musical play "Ghetto" currently on tour in China. 

 

 
Jin Tao, ADEX China ADEX Ambassador 

 

Jin Tao, who is the Marine Publicity Ambassadors of 2017ADEX 

Beijing and Beijing International Marine Culture Week. He is a 

host of Sichuan TV, an outdoor sports enthusiasts and a rescue 

diver. the coach of the United States AASI snowboarding. He 

has been committed to the promotion of diving and marine 

conservation work since he began to dive, aand he appeals to 

many people who likes diving and outdoor sports to join and 

take care of the ocean, and protect the marine environment. 

 



	
	
	

 
Alexandra Ao, Emcee 

Alexandra Ao is a lecturer of Communication University of 

China, Director of Center for Tanzania Studies, and the 

Translator and Interpreter of the President and First Lady of 

Tanzania. She is also a Dive Master of PADI and an international 

judge of AIDA. Since 2015, she started scubadiving and 

freediving and organized many famous events about diving 

including Guillaume Néry and Aharon Solomons' visit to China. 

She participated the TV show Our Adventure as an expert of 

Africa culture and diving with many celebrities in 2017. 

 

Alexandra Ao and Jing Chao are appointed the emcees of ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta. The list of 

international guest speakers will include Ahmed Gabr from Egypt, Guinness World Record holder in scuba 
diving 332.35M, Christian Vizl from Mexico, 2019 Asian Photography of the Year Judge, Pepe Arcos from 
Spain, ADEX Ambassador for Film Making, Steven Schwankert from USA, Beijing-based explorer & maritime 
historian, and more.    

 

 
Ahmed Gabr, Guinness World Record 

Holder 

 

Ahmed Gabr’s record scuba dive 332.35 metres into the Red 

Sea is the deepest ever. Making a stand for our oceans, he 

founded an organisation and mobilised 614 divers for the 

world’s largest underwater clean-up. As a technical diving 

instructor trainer he is backed by 20+ years experience in 

sport and military diving; an ex-Special Forces officer, a 

graduate of the US Combat Diver course, his passion for 

technical diving began soon after becoming a professional 

dive instructor in 1996. 

 

 
Christian Vizl, 2019 Asian Photography of 

the Year Judge 

Christian Vizl was born in México City and has been a 

photographer for over three decades. He has won dozens of 

international professional awards including Wildlife 

Photographer of the year, International photographer of the 

year and Sony World Photography awards. He has served as 

judge in several international underwater photography 

contests and his images have been published in numerous 

outlets including National Geographic and Ocean Geographic. 

	
	
	

 

ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta local speakers include Dada Li, ADEX Ambassador for Freediving (International), 
DouDou, ADEX Ambassador for Marine Conservation (Greater China), Eve Young, ADEX Ambassador for Kids 
Education, Wang Aolin, ADEX Ambassador for Freediving (China), Song Gang, ADEX Ambassador for 
Photography (China), Yorko Summer, ADEX Ambassador for Photography (Greater China), Alan Lo, ADEX 
Ambassador for Macro Photography (Greater China), Sun Ping, ADEX Ambassador for Photography (China), 
Nan Wang, ADEX Asian Photographer of the Year 2019, Yue Hong Jun, ADEX Asian Photographer of the Year 
2019 Judge, Ace Wu, underwater photographer, James Zhu, underwater photographer, Chen Yuping, 
underwater photographer, Tan Xiaolong, Technical Diver, Kent Yeung, underwater photographer,  Wang Yi 
Kun, underwater photographer, Zhou Jun, underwater photographer, Zou Qian, underwater photographer, 

Maggie Yang, Freediver, and more. 

 

 
Pepe Arcos, ADEX Ambassador for Film 

Making 

 

Former Freediving champion and now a full time 

photographer and filmmaker, Pepe Arcos is an award winning 

multitalented shooter that explores this underwater domain, 

holding breath for minutes at a time to capture unique images 

of ethereal calm. A talented individual who dodge even 

greater odds to document aspects of the underwater world 

that even the fastest scuba diver will fail to capture. 

 
Steven Schwankert, Maritime Historian 

 

Steven Schwankert is an explorer and maritime historian 

based in Beijing. In 2006, he discovered the unknown fate of 

Royal Navy submarine HMS Poseidon, which became both the 

film “The Poseidon Project” and the book Poseidon: China’s 

Secret Salvage of Britain’s Lost Submarine. In 2007, he and his 

team discovered two century-old wooden shipwrecks in 

Mongolia’s Lake Khovsgol. Other explorations include the 

Underwater Great Wall of China, and the Lion City, a sunken 

Ming dynasty town. He is the co-creator and lead researcher 

on The Six, a book and documentary project revealing the 

story of the Chinese passengers on board RMS Titanic. 



	
	
	

 
Dada Li, ADEX Ambassador for Freediving 

 

Dada Li is the first Chinese PADI AmbassaDiver and female 

Freediving Instructor Trainer, World Deepest Pool Y-40 

Ambassador. She dedicated her passion to freediving and 

created various innovative activities in promoting this sport, 

she founded underwater modeling agency providing services of 

underwater shows, mermaiding, underwater commercials and 

marketing advisory. She has collaborated with many top 

underwater photographers and filmmakers, Dada was the co-

organiser of ADEX Shenzhen 2017, dedicated in establishing a 

frontier in Chinese diving industry. 

 
DouDou, ADEX Ambassador for Marine 

Conservation  

A new explorer, wildlife photographer, director of National 

Geographic Channels and host of “Explore China”, she became 

the world’s first female with 5,100 meters of free diving 

potential on the plateau in 2018. She has over a million fans on 

the internet as shares the concept of environmental protection, 

knowledge of plant science and public conservation actions. 

 
Eve Young, ADEX Ambassador for Kids 

Education (China) 

Eve Young is a freelance writer, Sea Shepherd’s Ocean Quest 

Trainer, and Ambassador for Swarovski Optik. She is also 

partnering with Swarovski Optik Marine Conservation 

Education Programme. She founded the MissVsea Marine 

Solution Workshop, where she organises marine conservation 

forums, sharing research on marine conservation efforts and 

raising awareness for the protection of the ocean. 

 

	
	
	

 
Wang Aolin, ADEX Ambassador for  

Freediving (Greater China)   

Wang Ao Lin is a freediving athlete. In 2015, he founded “Jie Ta 

Freediving School”. Ao Lin is also the president of China’s AIDA 

International Freediving Association. He represented his 

country in the AIDA Individual Apnea Depth World 

Championship in the same year and set National records in 3 

different categories. 

 

 
Song Gang, ADEX Ambassador for  

Photography (China) 

A National Geographic award-winning photographer, Song Gang is a 

signed photographer for National Geographic’s Chinese site. One of 

Canon’s top 10 photographers, Song has been named the Golden 

Rhino Best Outdoor Photographer, Banff China Special Photographer 

and is also a contributor to National Geographic China. A PADI Dive 

Master, PSAI Technical Diver, Song also has a master’s degree from 

the United Kingdom. His works have been celebrated by Ocean Art, 

Underwater Photography, Visual China and other domestic and 

international competitions all over the world. From nature 

photography to underwater photography, from the cold to the 

tropics, land to sea, Song has travelled all over the world. 

 
Yorko Summer, ADEX Ambassador for 

Photography (Greater China) 

 

Yorko Summer is a well-known Taiwanese underwater 

photographer who is also highly celebrated underwater 

photography expert in Asia when his works are often featured 

in a variety of medias, magazines and galleries. With almost 20 

years of underwater photography experience and a well-

travelled photographer around the world. He is often invited to 

cooperate with many tourism bureaus to promote the local 

diving tourism scene. He is also a sought-after speaker at dive 

events and judges at underwater photography competitions. 

Currently serving as The Marianas Ocean Tourism Ambassador 

and the ADEX Ambassador of Photography / Greater China. 



	
	
	

 
Alan Lo, ADEX Ambassador for Macro 

Photography (Greater China) 

Alan Lo is a commercial photographer based in Hong Kong and 

a scuba diving aficionado. He has been selected as one of the 

world’s top 50 underwater photographers under Blancpain’s 

Fifty Fathoms. Alan is the only spokesperson for Seacam Hong 

Kong, one of the World’s top underwater housing brands. 

 
Sun Ping, ADEX Ambassador for  

Photography (China) 

Spiri (Sun Ping) is a professional amphibious photographer, 

underwater commercial photographer, nominated 

photographer of UPY (Underwater Photographer of the year) 

2019 runned in British, current ADEX (China) ambassador for 

photography. She is also a cooperative photographer of JD.com 

Travel Channel & Ctrip.com, Contract photographer of 

xitek.com “Her image” channel. Formerly, Spiri was a fashion 

commercial photographer worked for magazines as VOGUE, 

BAZAAR, FHM, brands as LiNing, Sohu.com, Divevolk etc. 

 

 
Nan Wang, ADEX Asian Photographer of  

the Year 2019 

Zhou Qi Nan better known as Nan Wang is the Founder of Diver 

Chat, Visual China Contracted Photographer, 8KRAW 

Contracted Photographer, Photographer and Lecturer for SONY, 

CCTV Appointed Underwater Photographer, Resident Judge of 

Voice of The Ocean Competition for ADEX CHINA. Dozens of his 

travel videos from 2013, have been viewed by millions on the 

world wide web. “The world in the lens is beautiful, biological, 

travel, and even more, life!” - Nan Wang 

	
	
	

 
Yue Hong Jun, ADEX Asian Photographer 

of the Year 2019 Judge 

 

Since he took up photography in 1984, Yue Hongjun has won 

numerous gold, silver and bronze prizes in major photographic 

contests in China and the rest of the world. He has held seven 

individual photo exhibitions of his work.In 2016, he was awarded the 

first and second prize in an international underwater photography 

contest. In 2017, he was awarded the gold prize in Taiwan's Lang 

Jingshan Memorial Photo Competition. In the same year, he was 

awarded the gold prize in Musée d'Orsay's underwater category and 

in October 2017, he was a winner of the Toronto International 

Photography Contest Golden Lens Medal Award. In 2018 he was given 

the highest award in the China Photography Awards - the Golden 

Award. Yue is a member of the China Photographer's Association, the 

Photographic Society of America and England's Royal Photographic 

Society. He is also Vice Chairman of the Coral Conservation Volunteer 

Association of Dapeng New District, Shenzhen, Vice Chairman of the 

Enterprise Photographer Association (Shenzhen) and a committee 

member of the Global Chinese Photographic Association. 

 

 
Ace Wu, Underwater photographer 

�

Wu Yung Sen is a 40 year old photographer from Taiwan 

currently residing in Ho Chi Minh City. He loves underwater 

photography, and specialises in wide angle underwater 

photography and casting his subjects against inky black 

backgrounds for dramatic effect. 

 
James Zhu, Underwater photographer 

James Zhu started scuba diving since 2010 at Puerto Galera, 

Philippines, and was certified Master Scuba Diver at PhiPhi Island, 

Thailand in 2013. After exploring microphotography, he moved on to 

wide angle as he feels that it is more exciting to record the magical 

moments while swimming with the dolphins, whale sharks, and even 

the humpback whales. His photos are not limited by themes now, he 

took everything interesting and beautiful underwater, but only saves 

a few photos at the end of the dives. James Zhu’s three photo 

selection principles: The photos can tell a story; they need to be 

unique and can showcase the creatures’ behaviors; the photos can 

translate the relationship between the divers and creatures. Most 

importantly, the photos need to be BEAUTIFUL.  

 



	
	
	

 
Chen Yuping, Underwater photographer 

Yuping was a speaker of ADEX BEIJING in 2015, 2016, 2017 and 

2018. Before becoming a diver and underwater photographer, 

Yuping Chen has worked for years as an attorney and senior 

partner at a large law firm in Beijing. She was a very typical 

“office lady” back then. In 2012, She started to learn 

underwater photography. Through her lens, a lot of unique 

moments were successfully captured & photographed. As a 

female underwater photographer, she is very good at 

photographing ordinary marine creatures, and capturing their 

unique charm. From the perspective of woman's sensibility, she 

shows the delicate vitality of the sea and the beauty of nature. 

�

 
Tan Xiaolong, Technical Diver 

A veteran of the Chinese underwater industry, Xiaolong is one 

of the leaders and most experienced trainers in the technical 

diving scene in China. An avid fan of road trips on his 

motorcycle, Xiaolong and his wife have just completed a 261-

day trip on their bike, travelling 73,084 kilometres through 53 

countries in Asia, Europe and Africa. 

 

 
Kent Yeung, Underwater photographer 

 

Kent Yeung is a creative director, underwater videographer and 

diving instructor. He focuses on combing underwater video 

with creative commercial video promotion. He has cooperated 

with lots of television and media companies. As a creative 

director and underwater videographer, Kent believes 

commercial promotion and underwater video can be a 

wonderful crossover – bringing new inspiration to TV 

production underwater. 

	
	
	

 
Wang Yi Kun, Underwater photographer  

• Created Dragon Diving Group in 1995 • China Diving Social 

Sports instructor Trainer/Examiner  • Professor of Asian Diving 

Insitute CMAS 3 Star Instructor • ADS 4 Star Instructor • PADI 

Course Director • EFR Instructor Trainer • PADI Free Dive 

Instructor Trainer • PADI 40 Specialty Instructor Trainer • ITI 

Instructor • NAUI Instructor • Member of the Diving 

Professional Committee of the National sports  • Occupational 

skill Appraisal expert Committee  • Member of Technical 

Committee of Chinese Underwater Association • Member of 

expert committee of Diving & Salvage contractors association • 

Director of China Diving & Salvage Contractors Association 

International Department  • Deputy Director of non-

engineering diving Committee of China Diving & Salvage 

Contractors Association • President of Dragon Diving Group  

 

 
Zhou Jun, Underwater photographer 

The founder of Hi Dive Freediving Academy, Zhao Jun is an 

underwater photographer who has taken part in the filming of 

The Rescue (2020), The Mermaid (2016) and has been shooting 

underwater magazine covers and writing underwater articles 

for FHM. Zhao started diving in 2009 and fell in love with the 

sport. In 2017, he started Hi Dive Freediving Academy, hoping 

to bring the beauty of the mysterious underwater world to the 

people and help them understand, respect and protect the 

ocean. 

�

 
Zou Qian, Underwater photographer 

�

Zou Qian, the founder of Enterprise Photographer Nature Fund, 

is an environmentalist and a senior member of the National 

Photographer Association. He is also the CEO of Kwando 

Holdings Limited. 



	
	
	

ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta international speakers who are experts in underwater photography include 

Aaron Wong, ADEX Ambassador For Ocean Citizen and ADEX Ambassador for Photography (International) 
from Singapore, William Tan, ADEX Ambassador for Macro Photography from Singapore, Jade Hoksbergen 
from France/Taiwan, underwater photographer, Henley Spiers from UK, underwater photographer & writer, 
and more.  

 

 
Maggie Yang, Freediver 

 

The founder and CEO of Fun Pilot, a technology cool play 

community, Maggie is a well-known DJI flyer. She is a popular 

presence on Wechat, TMall.com, Tencent.com, jdlive.com and 

has her own review and travel channel on douyin.com which 

reaches out to over 1 million fans on her platform. She was a 

special guest on Zhejiang Television’s Give Me Five game show 

as China’s first female DJI pilot to have shot in the most 

desolate places in China. The places she has shot at include the 

Badain Jaran desert in Northern China, Tibet, the Mount 

Everest Base Camp in Tibet and Xinjiang, Asia, Africa, the 

Americas and Oceania. 

 

 
Aaron Wong, ADEX Ambassador For  

Ocean Citizen 

�

Aaron Wong is one of the most published and recognised 

underwater photographer in Asia. With over a decade of field 

experience, Aaron’s images and his trademark lighting technique 

have won him international acclaim. He is also the official ADEX 

Ambassador of Photography (International). 

 

 
William Tan, ADEX Ambassador for 

Macro Photography 

William Tan has been fascinated with the creatures of the sea 

since his childhood. He travels extensively throughout the Pacific 

region, judging underwater photo competitions, and 

photographing marine life for tourism organisations, scientific 

research groups, dive magazines, camera manufacturers, and 

resorts. 

	
	
	

 

ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta will witness the crowning of a region title winner - The Asian Photographer of 

the Year. For the first time this year, Asia Dive Expo (ADEX) join in partnership with the World ShootOut 

Photo Grand Prix to convene Asia’s underwater photographers and videographers from all over Asia to 

compete for this prestigious award. Underwater photographers from and based in Asia who register and 

submit images taken during November 2nd, 2018 – June 11th, 2019 to any of World ShootOut 2019 

categories are automatically enrolled in the Asian Photographer of the Year 2019 category. The submission 

dateline is June 11th, 2019, 23:59pm.  

 

The final round of the shortlisted entries will be live-judged in ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta, by the six 2019 

Asian Photography of the Year Judges - Aaron Wong from Singapore, Christian Vizl from Mexico, Doudou 

from Greater China, Nan Wang from China, Yorko Summer from Greater China and Yue Hong Jun from 

China. The grand prize winner will receive a SEACAM Housing and the first runner up who gets the most 

online votes will win USD$500 cash. The winning photographs will be exhibited at ADEX India from October 

4-6, 2019 at Bombay Exhibition Centre Goregaon East, Mumbai. 

 
Jade Hoksbergen, Underwater 

Photographer 

 

Jade Hoksbergen is a painter and underwater photographer with 

a penchant for macro- portraiture. At just 23 years old, her 

images have been awarded in several high profile competitions 

and published in numerous international journals and magazines. 

In 2019, she co-authored Black is the New Blue Vol. II, 

showcasing blackwater diving. Besides working behind the lens, 

Jade is a sought-after underwater model, frequently spotted on 

the cover of dive and travel magazines. Based in the Philippines, 

Jade shares a love for the sea with her husband, Henley Spiers. 

 
Henley Spiers, Underwater 

Photographer 

Henley Spiers is a renowned underwater photographer and writer. 

Starting his professional career in diving as an instructor, he later fell in 

love with underwater imagery and made the transition to full-time 

photographer. Since then, his reputation has escalated rapidly with a 

prolific series of winning shots in multiple competitions, including the 

prestigious UPY. Today, he not only judges competitions, but also 

conducts his own trips and workshops. In 2019, he co- authored Black is 

the New Blue Vol. II showcasing blackwater diving. Based in the 

Philippines, he shares a love for the sea with his wife, Jade Hoksbergen. 



	
	
	

 

ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta international speakers focusing on the core messages of conservation include 
Anne K, Ocean Artist from Indonesia, Monica Chin, Conservation Speaker from Malaysia, Peter Stone, Guest 
Speaker from USA, and many more.  
 

 

Asian Photographer of the Year 2019 

�
 

�

 
Anne K, Ocean Artist 

"Kalindava" (aka Anne K Adijuwono) is a one of a kind, multi-

talented artist from Indonesia who cannot dive without her 

compact camera.  Not only being a professional underwater 

photographer,  she also models, mermaidings and paints her 

vision of her connection to the underwater world on big canvases 

and fashion items.  She also built huge coral reefs gates from 

trashed styrofoam and plastic bottles to create awareness, as 

well as long ocean inspired trash art wall from plastic bags and 

snack packaging. She has been ADEX Ocean Artist since 2015. 

�

 
Monica Chin, Conservation Speaker 

Exposed to the ocean since young, Chin is an avid scuba diver 

diving for 19 years. After 2 years massively volunteering with 

Trash Hero Borneo, now she set herself onto a bigger platform – 

Marine & Environmental Research, Education & Conservation 

Centre at Dinawan Island.  As an influential Women Diver in 

North Borneo and conservationist, she wants to inspire more 

people raise awareness to protect the underwater world and 

educate the young generation.  She quoted Ocean is not our 

Garbage Bin!          

�

	
	
	

 

Beijing Ocean Fiesta convenes experts from various sectors of the dive industry, in the fields of Dive Safety, 
Freediving, Innovation, Mermaid, Underwater Photography & Videography, Single-use Plastic Conundrum in 
Greater China, and Technical Diving for an interactive discussion on the current and future outlook of the 

diverse diving industry, technological innovations, the best practices for professional growth and most 

importantly, messages on ocean conservation. 

 

 

 
Peter Stone, Guest Speaker 

Peter Stone, seafarer, boat captain, merchant engineer, avid 

scuba diver, global traveller, world renowned author, 

inspirational speaker, television personality, business coach, 

consultant, and Founder, CEO, Designer & Manufacturer of FIVE 

profitable sterling silver and gold jewellery brands such as 

DiveSilver. 

  
Dive Safety Panel Discussion  Freediving Panel Discussion 

  
Innovation Panel Discussion Mermaid Panel Discussion  



	
	
	

         

ADEX Asia Dive Expo actively demonstrate social responsibility, through various "ADEX GIVES Back” 

campaigns. All ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta visitors with special needs requirement are entitled to free entry. 

Interested visitors and dive instructors can interact to learn the details with Handicap Scuba Association 

(HSA China), HSA Course Director Mark Rausch (USA), HSA PADI IDC Staff Instructor Yuxin and more. 

 

 

  
Underwater Photography & Videography Panel 

Discussion 

 

Single-use Plastic Conundrum in Greater China Panel 

Discussion 

 

 

Technical Diving Panel Discussion  

  
Bringing “Left-behind Children” to Beijing  

       

Handicap Scuba Association (HSA China) 

	
	
	

 

Working together with Beijing Public Safety & Welfare Foundation, ADEX Asia Dive Expo channels a portion 

of ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta ticket sales proceedings to the charity of “Left-Behind Children" foundation. 

20 art pieces themed “My Ocean Dream” illustrated by the children living in the remote areas of Yan Nan, 

Gui Zhou, Si Chuan and Tibet will be chosen for exhibition, and the children and teachers of the selected 

entries will be invited to ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta cum Asia Dive Expo to showcase their work, for the 

purpose of encouraging all the children to strive for their dreams.  

 

Additionally, all amount raised in the ADEX Charity Auction Gala Dinner will go to China's "Left-Behind 

Children" foundation. ADEX Charity Auction Gala Dinner will be graced by the distinguished celebrity guests 

such as Jing Chao, Mei Ting and Tan Kai, along with many other attendees to witness the bidding of massive 

on-site artwork by the children, the upcycled fashion costume by Ocean Artist Anne K, as well as other 

sponsored items. Stay tune for updates on the time and venue of the ADEX Charity Auction Gala Dinner. 

 

 
Mark Rausch, HSA Course Director 

Mark Rausch, (HSA) Handicap Scuba Association Course 

Director, a Michigan native, started travelling the world, 

putting Handicap Scuba Association (HAS) programmes into 

the lives of the people after his son was born with disability 

(and subsequently passed away.) This was so that they 

could enrich the lives of disabled individuals through the 

recreational sport of Scuba Diving. An old man once told 

Mark when he was diving in the Maldives: “A person can do 

great things, if they don’t care who gets the credit.” 

 

 
Sun Yuxin, HSA Dive Instructor 

One of the first HSA instructors in China and a pioneer in 

training the disabled in diving, Yuxin is a PADI IDC Staff 

Instructor and a PADI freediving trainer. He won the PADI 

“Most Oustanding Trainer Award’ consecutively in 2017 

and 2018. A co-founder of the Dalian Sea World Dive 

Centre, Yuxin is also an instructor of the divers that are part 

of China’s border patrol along the Mekong River. He also 

trained divers for China’s anti-terrorist joint exercise with 

Laos, Myanmar and Thailand conducted in the waters of 

the Golden Triangle in the Mekong River. 



	
	
	

 

Celebrating its 25th silver anniversary, ADEX 2019 launched the Ocean Citizen Movement, taking this 

opportunity of raising awareness about the polluting impacts of plastic packaging by taking a pledge to the 

refusal, reuse, reduce and recycle of single-use plastic products. Anais Martene, ADEX Ocean Ambassadors 
for Ocean Citizen, and Aaron Wong, ADEX Ambassadors for Ocean Citizen, will be leading the campaign 

through multiple channels. As the event is themed “Dedicated to the Ocean, For a Plastic-Free Future”, 

ADEX Asia Dive Expo strive to honour businesses that are committed to eco-friendly practices, and 

recognise those speakers, scientists and activists who worked tirelessly to counter the flood of plastic that 

threatens to engulf our oceans. We will raise awareness on the threats of marine plastic through our media 

and events, while continuing to educate divers and non-divers on the ways they can help save our ocean. 

 

 
Anais Martane, ADEX Ocean Conservation 

·   

 
Aaron Wong, ADEX Ambassador For Ocean Citizen 

 

 

 

The Mermaid Fiesta will be held on July 13, 2019, Friday 7pm at the Superlife Gym located in No. 50 West 

Gonti Road of Chaoyang, Beijing. This is a summer pool party for divers, exhibitors of ADEX, and is open to 

public at RMB200 with a complimentary drink. DJ Shen Yue will be on stage, and look forward to lucky 

draws and mermaids in the great pool. 

 

   

	
	
	

 

Mermaids have an important role in educating the public on ocean protection. The ADEX Beijing Ocean 

Fiesta mermaids include ADEX Ambassador for Mermaid (China) August Ho, Mermaid Rainbow Du, 

Mermaid Yolanda Yeo, Mermaid Anne Liu Lan and many more. Plus-Size Mermaid Merliah Moidu will be 

making a special appearance as well. 

 

 

 

Mermaid Fiesta  

 
August Ho, ADEX Ambassador for Mermaid 

(China) 

He Haohao (August Ho) practiced synchronized swimming 

from young and had won numerous championships in China 

Youth Synchronized Swimming Competition, and also placed 

first in the first China Mermaid Competition. August was also 

crown as 2017 Miss Scuba International, China, and Marine 

Environmental Protection Ambassador. After becoming the 

stunt performer for the ocean conservation hit movie 

“Mermaid”, August officially became an amphibious dancer 

and model. 

�

Du fang is not only an excellent freediver, but also an 

experienced mermaid instructor. She has cooperated with 

famous photographers at inland and abroad also worked as a 

model for many times. The main theme of photos are 

environmental protection and love for the ocean 

environment. 



	
	
	

Rainbow Du, Mermaid 

 
Yolanda Yeo, Mermaid 

Ms. Yolanda Yao SSI mermaid instructor, bachelor degree in 

Advertising from Communication University of China, master 

degree in Management of Innovation from the Australian 

National University, has career in mobile-internet intelligent 

hardware for a fortune 500 company. Investor, co-producer, 

starring in the first ever all under water mini-movie Mermaid’s 

Fantasy in 2018, co-investor, executive producer, leading 

actress in the largest production of all underwater mini-movie 

Snake Sisters in China in 2019. Passionate lover of under-

water media production, inventor and patented the first 

wearable under water snake tail in the world. In hope coming 

up with productions that are higher in quantity and more in 

aesthetics to promote the culture and glamour of diving. 

 
Anne Liu Lan, Mermaid 

Anne is an AIDA free diving coach. In 2010, she became a 

mermaid coach with over 200 students who have graduated 

from her classes. Ann aims to help mermaid lovers achieve 

their dreams. She has designed and produced numerous 

mermaid tails, including the world’s first luminous underwater 

mermaid tail. 

 
Merliah Moidu, Plus-Size Mermaid 

 

Merliah is Asia’s First Plus Sized mermaid. Her adventure 

began when she started mermaiding at 17. Going against all 

stereotypes of what a mermaid should look like, she 

persevered to fulfil her dreams. She is now one of three 

Ambassadors for Finfolk Productions, one of the finest 

mermaid tail makers in the world. Representing for all sizes 

and shapes of Mermaids! 

	
	
	

 

One of the highlights in ADEX Film Festival will be a worldwide premiere of Snake Sisters Film, the legend of 

white snake battling the bronze monks to fight for the love of her,  spearheaded by co-producer Yolanda 

Yao and a group of freedivers, mermaids and performing enthusiasts, accompanied by a live Snake Sisters 

Underwater Performance. 

ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta will host a dive tank brought in by PADI, where visitors can enjoy dive try-outs 

and kids mermaid shows, learn about new courses and engage with professional dive instructors and 

mermaid instructors from a renowned international diving brand such as PADI, SSI, Mermaid MFI, MissVsea 

and many more.  

 

 

 

 

PADI Dive Tank 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Throughout its 25 years, ADEX Asia Dive Expo have seen each show progress from strength to strength, 

striving work tirelessly to inspire and encourage people to explore the beauty beneath the waves and fight 

to sustain an ocean that we can all enjoy. Afterall, everyone is inextricably connected to our oceans.  

 

For hi-resolution posters, please download from here: 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1UuiJWKUKszZWSfAYrESAkPM-Ko0lPXDR?usp=sharing 

 

Do not miss out attending 2019 ADEX China Ocean Fiesta cum Asia Dive Expo! Register now for Early Bird 
discount. A portion of tickets sale proceedings will go towards ”Left-behind Children”. 
 

Registration Now and stay connected with ADEX on social media platforms by scanning the QR code below. 

 

 
Snake Sisters Film Debut 

In the earlier Song Dynasty, there was Snake White and Snake 

Green in the demon world. Snake White who had received 

enlightenment from Avalokitesvara Bodhisattva, through 1000 

years of Buddhism practice which had gained her human form 

to repay the man for saving her life thus become a fairy. Upon 

entering human world, Snake White met with XU Xian, the 

man saved her and they fell in love and she immediately 

decided to give up in becoming a fairy. And yet the head 

monk of Temple Jinshan kidnapped XU and forcibly separated 

the couple, a battle between the snake front and the 18 

bronze front is inevitable... 



	
	
	

    
 

-The End- 

 

 
For media enquiries, please contact: 

 

Nora Ismail / Jin Keng 

Underwater360° 

Email: nora@uw360.asia / jin@asiangeo.com 

 

Daisy Wang 

ISPO SHANGHAI – ADEX Shanghai Ocean Fiesta 

Email: Daisy.Wang@mm-sh.com 
 

Jan Kern 

Enlightened Creations – ADEX Beijing Ocean Fiesta 

Email: jkjankern@gmail.com 

 

 
ABOUT UNDERWATER360° 

Underwater360° (UW360) is the umbrella platform that represents every major pillar of diving across Asia and the world. Since 2010, the platform 

hopes to hurdle together over 25,000,000* divers community globally through curating content and services that offers ‘everything one needs to 

know about exploring the world of water. Gathering the dive community, together with the whole diving industry, underwater360 provides 

informative, up-to-date, exciting information, all of which is easy to digest on the go such as their three magazines titles, a massive dive expo and a 

lifestyle, infotainment, directory and networking hub called ‘Diveaholic by underwater360’ for all the underwater enthusiasts out there. For more 

information, please visit www.uw360.asia. 
* Source PADI Global Certification & Membership Statistics 2017 

 

ABOUT ADEX 
More than just an annual dive show, ADEX Series is inspired by the past and aims to lead the present and impact the future. The Asia Dive Expo 

(ADEX) is the largest and longest-running dive consumer and trade show in Asia, celebrating its 25th year in 2019. ADEX is endorsed by major 

industry organizations such as the Diving Equipment and Marketing Association (DEMA) and China Underwater Association and has been recognized 

as “Best Exhibition Organiser 2018” by the Singapore Tourism Board. ADEX was also recently appointed by the United Nations and Asia-Pacific 

Diving communities as Sustainable Ocean Ambassador. Underwater360 group has managed the event since 2009, resulting in significant growth and 

establishing ADEX as a must-attend event for anyone interested or involved in the world of diving. ADEX 2019 will take place in Singapore in April; in 

Shanghai and Beijing in July; and in Mumbai, India, for the first time in October. For more information, please visit www.adex.asia 

 

ABOUT ISPO SHANGHAI 
ISPO Shanghai is the leading multi-segment trade show for the sports industry in Asia with a focus on summer collections. Over the course of three 

days visitors can find out everything about current market developments, establish new business relationships, gain valuable market insights and 

experience the future possibilities in the Asian-Pacific region. For more information, please visit www.ispo.com/en/shanghai 

 

ABOUT ENLIGHTENED CREATIONS 

Fuxing Chuangzhan is the pioneer of China's well-known content comprehensive development operators and the “Upstream Culture IP 

Development and Operation + Downstream Space Content Operation” model. It provides urban cultural positioning and market development 

survey, cultural IP design and development, and urban cultural impact assessment report. The project will implement operational planning and 

team plans, and integrate domestic and international artists and institutional resources. At present, Fuxing Chuangzhan has planned and built the 

immersion experience exhibition of the Forbidden City, the large-scale art interactive exhibition of Terracotta Warriors and Horses and Dunhuang 

IP, and the ADEX Asia Dive Expo. It has become an outstanding representative of the comprehensive development and operation of cultural IP.  


